In the above, we have listed exclusively those parallel places in which three corresponding words-separated only by short intervalsare found. Different forms of verbs from the same root have been chassified as identical. We have also equated totally or partly concurrent designations indicating the person of J esus Christ. A number of small words which are in general quite common have been omitted altogether. 2 We observed these criteria in the interests of the objectivity of our investigation and now affirm that nowhere in the CP is there more a correspondence between two epistles with regard to words than between Eph. and Co1.
Going by the hypothesis that one of the two epistles is dependent on the other in a literary respect, a study of the parallel places occurring in the two epistles does not result in a satisfactory outcome.
Sometimes the data at hand would indicate the priority of Eph. An example of such an instance is the parallelism between Eph. 1:4 and Co1. 1:22. In Eph., the parallel words occur in organic cohesion with the context which deals with the elected choice. The words in question are also firmly grounded within the entire epistle. As it is, we see the words ayws Kai, afLwfLos repeated in Eph. 5:27 where we also encounter the conjunctive 7fUpUaT~aTl of which the infinitive 7fUpuaTijauL in Co1. 1:22, reminds uso It seems more probable that Co1. 1:22 should reflect Eph. 1:4 and 5:27 rather than that the contents of Co1. 1:22 should be spread over verses 1:4 and 5:27 in Eph.1
The parallelism between Eph. 1:7 and Co1. 1:14 also suggests the priority of Eph. in view of the fact that in Eph. (as distinct from Col.) the words could not be omitted without affecting the pericope as a whole. In this part of Eph. the word a7fOAVTpWaLS is firmly corroborated by the reiteration in Eph. 1:14.
With respect to the correspondence between Eph. 4:15, 16 and Co1. 2:19, the priority of Eph. is likewise a feasible proposition. In Co1., we see a lucid whole; it emerges clearly that heresy conflicts with the growth of the body of Christ. The growth of this body is discussed very comprehensibly. In Eph., we are concerned with the same idea -all forms or the verb Elva,; -the conjunctions iva, ÖTt, Kat, TE, oov, yap, and d,ud; -the particles ov, IL7/, IL€V and U.
1 Holdzmann, Kritik der Eph. und Kolosserbriefe, p. 47 argues the priority of Eph. in connection with the parallelism between Eph. 1:4 and Col. 1:22 : he finds the relation· ship of the words in Col. which correspond with those in Eph. quite uneasy in context. In Holtzmann's view it is more probable that the word aV€YKA7)TOS was added in Col. instead of being omitted from Eph., in view of the tendency of both epistles to heap up similar words. He thinks, op. cit., p. 46, that we are confronted with a process whereby a writer reads an already completed work in parts which he then reproduces in a shortened form. The same appIies to the following parallel places, he maintains: Eph. 1:6, 14; Eph. 3:3, 5, 2:2; Eph. 3:17, 18; 4:16; 2:2, 7; Eph. 4:22, 23, 10; . In all these cases he opts for the priority of Eph. (op. cit., p. 48-55) .
